
 

Abstract — We present a multimodal neural network model

of child language acquisition at the one-word stage that is

inspired by current views on brain processing which suggest

that information in the brain is ultimately stored in a common

amodal set of conceptual representations. Our model takes into

account a child’s perceived communicative intention and

simulates both ostensive and non-ostensive utterances using the

same unsupervised network. This is contrary to some models of

child language acquisition, and in line with current

psycholinguistic views on child language processing at the one-

word stage. When trained on natural child language data, our

model learns to categorise the speech utterances and to

generalise to new utterances. In addition, our model exhibits a

U-shaped learning trajectory as well as a vocabulary spurt, in

agreement with observations made in studies of child language

acquisition at the one-word stage.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE primary goal for the use of neural network models in

language acquisition research is to identify the nature of

the mechanisms that support learning of phonological,

semantic, and grammatical processes [1]. For this reason,

neural network models of language acquisition tend to be

based on the known neurophysiology of the brain, and they

attempt to incorporate those functional properties of the

brain deemed to be necessary for the cognitive task being

investigated [2].

The Hebbian-linked self-organising map architecture by

Miikkulainen [3][4] has been used in implementing a number

of child language acquisition models [5][6][7]. This

approach to modeling child language acquisition is inspired

by the general acceptance that brain processes can integrate

information from entirely different input modalities

[8][9][10], and the widely held opinion that this multimodal

information is processed by the brain by means of separate

modality-specific modules that are linked to each other

[11][12][13][14][15][16]. In the Hebbian-linked self-

organising map architecture, the self-organising maps [17]

are trained to encode different data domains, and their

outputs work as inputs to the links associating them. The

connection weights of these links are updated through

Hebbian learning [18] in such a manner that a mapping is
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established between the data domains separately encoded by

each of the linked self-organising maps.

However, the notion that the brain represents and

processes information as separate, modality-specific

concepts is increasingly being challenged by the alternative

notion that uni-modal processing routes within the brain

ultimately converge onto a single set of conceptual

representations common to both modalities [19][20]. Recent

advances in neuroimaging techniques to detect and measure

brain activity appear to support the idea that inputs from the

different modalities converge onto the same set of

representations. For instance, in a positron emission

tomography (PET) neuroimaging analysis of word and

picture processing, Vandenberghe, Price, Wise, Josephs, and

Frackowiack [21] concluded that the conceptual

representation system was undifferentiated by modality.

More recently, Bright, Moss, and Tyler [22] have carried out

a meta-analysis of four PET studies, two using pictures as

stimuli and two using words, and they have concluded that

the representation of information at the semantic and/or

conceptual level is not differentially affected by the mode

of input (words or pictures).

In this paper we have come up with a neural network

model of child language acquisition at the one-word stage

that takes the notion of common conceptual representation of

modalities into consideration. Our model is not the first child

language acquisition model to assume a common conceptual

representation of modalities. Plunkett, Sinha, Moller and

Strandsby [23] proposed a neural network model of early

lexical development that learnt to associate linguistic labels

with visual patterns of dots. In this network, the input

comprises image and label representations which are applied

to the network through separate channels. Each modality is

first projected to a separate hidden layer before converging

onto a common hidden layer. The separate hidden layers

enable the network to form separate representations of the

image and label patterns whilst the common hidden layer

forms a composite representation of the patterns.

However, the Plunkett, Sinha, Moller and Strandsby

model is trained using the backpropagation algorithm, which

requires output errors to be propagated back into the

network. In a neurobiological sense, the implementation of

backpropagation learning in a neuron would require the rapid

transmission of information backward along the neuron

axon, which is not plausible [24]. From a language

acquisition perspective, children do not receive constant

feedback about what is correct or incorrect in their speech, or

the kind of error corrections they must make on a word-by-
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word basis as suggested by the backpropagation training

algorithm [6]. Rather, language acquisition in the natural

setting is regarded as being essentially a self-organising

process that proceeds without explicit teaching [25] and self-

organising maps in which learning proceeds in an

“unsupervised manner”, without the use of explicit teaching

signals offer better biological plausibility than

backpropagation networks [6]. Consequently, in contrast to

Plunkett, Sinha, Moller and Strandsby, we propose in this

paper a self-organising approach to modelling child language

acquisition.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In the next

section we give an overview of child language acquisition at

the one-word stage, and the extent to which current neural

network models have managed to model this. After this, we

present a detailed discussion of our model as well as its

simulation environment. Finally, we present a discussion on

the results of the simulations and draw conclusions as well as

suggesting ways in which the research on our language

acquisition model can be taken forward.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF ONE-WORD STAGE CHILD LANGUAGE

According to child language researchers, children at the

one-word stage use word utterances to convey information

regarding the objects and persons in their environment and

their interactions with these objects and persons. For

instance, MacWhinney [25] notes that children use words to

discuss social activities and functions, whilst Small [26]

suggests that children produce word utterances so as to fulfil

underlying communicative intentions such as the desire to

express some aspect of the environment or to talk about

themselves, their needs, beliefs, and desires.

Bloom [27] suggests that at the one-word stage the child

learns to represent the regularities in his/her environment in

terms of the relations between the persons, objects and

events in the world. For instance, objects are acted upon, can

exist, cease to exist and recur; people do things and they

appear and disappear and so on. She refers to these relations

as conceptual relations. According to Bloom, language

acquisition at the one-word stage represents a child’s

linguistic effort to expresses his/her communicative intention

regarding a perceptual entity by uttering a word which

encodes the desired conceptual relationship. For instance,

after finishing a glass of milk the child may ask for more

milk by simply saying the word more, and to indicate that

she has finished drinking the milk, the child may simply use

the word gone. The words the child utters can be used to

refer to different conceptual relations. For instance the word

more can also be used to ask her mother to tickle her some

more.

Current models of child language generally try to find a

mapping between the perceptual entities and events the child

wishes to speak about and the child’s utterances without

taking into account the child’s perceived communicative

intentions into account. For instance, the Plunkett, Sinha,

Moller and Strandsby model [23] tries to find a mapping

between pictorial labels and the linguistic representation of

these labels. Similarly, Hebbian-linked self-organising map

models of child language acquisition simulate child language

at the one-word stage as a mapping between word form and

word meaning [3][4][6][7] and ignore the child’s perceived

communicative intentions as suggested by child language

researchers. As Elman [28] notes, children do have drives,

desires, as well as things that draw their attention and things

they ignore, and consequently, children are actors in the

process of development, and not just passive absorbers of

external stimuli who are completely at the mercy of their

environment. By ignoring a child’s communicative intention,

current computational models of child development have

consequently ignored the actor role of children in the process

of cognitive development.

Abidi and Ahmad [5] proposed a model of child language

acquisition that incorporates communicative intentions. For

each of the one-word utterances made by the child Alison in

the Bloom 1973 corpus [27], they came up with

communicative intentions which they perceived the child

Alison wished to express concerning the perceptual entities

in her environment. All the one-word utterances Alison used

to name or point out perceptual entities were simulated by a

pair of Hebbian-linked self organising maps in which one of

the self-organising maps encoded the perceptual entities

Alison was speaking about whilst the other map encoded her

linguistic word forms. Those one-word utterances which

were not used for naming or pointing were separately

simulated using a backpropagation network trained to learn

the mapping between the utterances and the perceived

communicative intentions. As we have observed, simulating

child language using the backpropagation algorithm is now

regarded as being not feasible, biologically. Secondly,

current opinion in child language regards ostensive naming

as just one aspect of child language at the one-word stage

[25][27][29]. With this in mind, we have built a model of

child language acquisition in which a single unsupervised

neural network learns to simulate all the different types of

utterances made at the one-word stage.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

We have used a modified full counterpropagation network

to implement our model of child language acquisition at the

one-word utterance stage [30]. As shown in Figure 1 the full

counterpropagation network [31][32] provides bidirectional

mapping between two sets of input patterns. It consists of

two layers, namely the hidden layer, trained using Kohonen’s

self-organising learning rule [17], and the output layer which

is based on Grossberg’s outstar rule [33]. The Kohonen layer

encodes the mapping between the two sets of patterns whilst

the Grossberg layer associates each of the Kohonen layer

neurons to a set of target output values. Each Kohonen

neuron has two sets of weights, one for each of the two

patterns being mapped to each other.



We use the Kohonen layer of the counterpropagation

network to associate the corresponding input modal vectors.

For a multimodal input comprising m modes, the Kohonen

layer neurons will each have m modal weight vectors, with

each vector corresponding to a modal input [Figure 2]. After

training, when a modal input is applied to the network, the

modal weights of the winning neuron will contain

information on all the other modal inputs of the particular

modal input. By reading off these weights, we can get the

corresponding modal inputs to a particular modal input.

For each multimodal input vector, the winning neuron is

the one with the least overall Euclidean distance between its

individual modal weight vectors and the corresponding

modal component vectors of the multimodal input. To

compute the overall Euclidean distance for each neuron we

first determine the normalised squared Euclidean distance for

each modal input:
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IV. DATA DESCRIPTION AND MODEL SIMULATION

In our model of child language acquisition at the one-word

stage, we train the modified counterpropagation network on

a tri-modal dataset comprising perceptual entities,

conceptual relationships and the corresponding one-word

utterances. For our simulation we use the data on child

language acquisition in the Bloom 1973 corpus [27]. This

corpus is found in the Child Language Data Exchange

System (CHILDES) corpora [34].

From the one-word utterance data in the Bloom 1973

corpus, we created a training set consisting of 30 pairs of

perceptual entities and conceptual relationships. For each of

these utterances we recorded the actual utterance, the

perceptual entity being referred to, and the conceptual

relationship we inferred from the discourse between the child

and its mother. Table 1 shows some of Allison’s utterances

and the associated perceptual entities and conceptual

relations.

For the perceptual entities, we used a coding scheme with

eight categories of perceptual entities. These are person,

animal, vehicle, furniture, clothing, food, bodypart and

place. Each category is represented by a single binary digit.

This is set to ‘1’ if the entity being encoded belongs to that

category; otherwise it is set to ‘0’. Each category has features

that distinguish the entities making it up. Some of these

features are specific to the category; whilst others apply

equally well to other categories. For instance, in the person

category we encode whether the child is referring to self or

not, and whether the person being referred to is a caring

person or not. For the animal category we encode whether

the animal has a distinct sound or not, whether it has horns or

not, and whether or not it has a furry coat.

Features that differentiate between the categories are

encoded by a single digit position, with a ‘1’ encoding the

presence of the feature and a ‘0’ encoding its absence.

Category specific features are encoded by three digit

positions. The first digit position is set to ‘1’ if the feature is

present and to ‘0’ if that particular feature is not present. The

second digit position is set to ‘1’ if the feature is relevant to

encoding the entity but is missing in that particular entity.

The third digit is set to ‘1’ if the feature is not relevant to

encoding that particular perceptual entities category;

otherwise it is set to ‘0’.

First modal input vector

with r elements
m

th
modal input vector

with t elements

Competitive layer with N neurons

Fig. 2: Model of the Kohonen layer of the

counterpropagation network that has been modified to

simultaneously accept multiple input data types.

x input

vector

x output

vector

y input

vector

y output

vector

Fig. 1: Model of the Full Counterpropagation Network

showing the mapping between two different data types



We have modelled the conceptual relationships that we

infer the child is making as a binary vector in which the first

part denotes the type of communicative intention we infer the

child is making (i.e. is the child’s utterance a comment,

request, rejection or is it a locative, possessive or naming

utterance?) and the second part identifies the subject of the

communication (i.e. is the child talking about recurrence,

existence, failure etc?). For the word utterances, we have

adopted the encoding scheme used by Li and MacWhinney

[35]. In this scheme, each word utterance is encoded as a

phonetic feature vector comprising the acoustic features that

make up the sound, as well as the articulatory features

derived from how the vocal tract, mouth, tongue and

associated organs create the sound as suggested by

Ladefoged [36].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We trained a 1010× modified counterpropagation

network on the dataset over 500 cycles. We determined

through experimentation that the network size is sufficient to

encode the one-word utterances together with their

associated concepts and conceptual relations on the

counterpropagation network. The network node with the

highest activation level was deemed to represent the

response of the learnt association between the applied

perceptual entity, conceptual relationship and utterance. The

one-word utterance vector was then read from the winning

network node, and the uttered word was determined from the

training corpus using the nearest neighbour approach [37]. In

each situation, the network produced a similar response to

the actual child’s one word-utterance.

We used the training data every 10 epochs throughout the

training period of 500 epochs to assess the network’s ability

to generate the correct word given a perceptual entity and a

communicative intention as training progressed. As with the

Plunkett, Sinha, Moller and Strandsby model [23], the

network performance during training resembled children's

vocabulary development during their second year. For

instance, during the early stages of training, the network

exhibited high error rates in generating the correct one-word

utterances for input combinations of perceptual entity and

communicative intention. However, as training progressed,

the production of correct words suddenly increased until the

network was able to generate a correct word for each of the

situations presented to it.

Figure 3 shows a learning trajectory for a network with an

initial learning rate of value 0.2. Increasing the learning rate

caused the network to learn the 30 one-word utterances at a

faster rate, and decreasing the learning rate also resulted in

the network taking longer to master the one-word utterances.

However, for all the values of learning rate we used, the

network still goes through an initial period of high error rate,

followed by a period of lower error rate, which in turn is

followed by a period of high error rate and finally by a

period in which the error rate decreases continuously until

the training set is mastered.

The learning trajectory for the network as training

progresses suggests that children initially master some one-

word utterances earlier on during learning, and then as the

learning phase continues they undergo a period when the

generation of correct one-word utterances deteriorates before

the onset of the “vocabulary spurt” [23][38] which is

characterized by a progressive decrease in the error rate.

The nature of the learning trajectory exhibited by our model

is therefore consistent with the “U-shaped” developmental

curves typical of child developmental activities such as

language acquisition [23] [39].

It appears that connectionist models of development have

largely been based on supervised learning as opposed to

unsupervised learning. This may be due, in part, to the

overwhelming success of the parallel distributed processing

(PDP) approach [40][41] to simulating key features of

development such as “U-shaped” developmental curves.

Consequently, we believe that the simulation of a “U-

shaped” developmental trajectory by our model suggests that

Fig. 3: Plot of Correctly Recalled Words as A Function of the

Number of Training Epochs

TABLE I

ANALYSIS OF SOME ONE-WORD UTTERANCES FROM THE BLOOM

1973 CORPUS

Actions and

Mother's

words

Alison's

Utterance

Perceptual

Entity

Perceived

Conceptual

Relation

(M) what is

this ?

(A)

pointing to

chair

chair chair name object

(A) drinks

juice; takes

another cup

more juice
request object

recurrence

doll falls uh oh doll

Comment

unexpected

event

(M) where's

the cookie ?
gone cookie

comment

object

disappearance

Note: (A) stands for the child Alison

(M) stands for Alison’s mother



unsupervised neural networks may equally be used for

modelling cognitive development. As we pointed out in

Section I of this paper, the use of unsupervised learning in

connectionist models of language would be very much in line

with current opinion suggesting that language acquisition is

essentially an unsupervised process.

We also assessed the ability of our model to generalise to

the correct one-word utterances following the input of a

combination of perceptual entity and conceptual relation

from a novel dataset of ten utterances independent of the

training set. As shown in Table 2 in nine of the ten cases, the

modified counterpropagation network generalised to the

correct one-word utterance. This suggests that the network

successfully generalises to produce appropriate one-word

utterances even for novel situations.

Bloom [42] suggests that when an infant hears a word

(and perhaps a larger speech unit like a phrase or sentence),

the word is entered in memory along with other perceptual

and personal data that include the persons, objects, actions

and relationships encountered during the speech episode.

Bloom defends this suggestion by noting that virtually all

developmental accounts of children’s first words have noted

the strong association between word and object, word and

action, or word and event in early child language acquisition.

Our counterpropagation network model of child language

acquisition at the one-word stage actually encodes child

utterances as composite multimodal elements comprising the

phonological utterance, communicative intention and the

referent perceptual entity. We believe that this approach is

more in conformity with Bloom’s ideas than the Hebbian-

linked approach used in current models of unsupervised

child language acquisition in which the different aspects of a

child’s utterance are separately encoded in different self-

organising maps.

In conclusion, we believe that this preliminary work on

our model of child language acquisition suggests that the

model is plausible, in a psycholinguistic sense. However,

like other models of child language acquisition, we have

assumed that the child learns from single-word phonological

utterances. In practice, child directed speech comprises

mainly of multiple word utterances [43]. We are therefore

currently reviewing our model to take this into consideration.
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